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INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
In the caravanning and holiday park (Tourist Park) industry, BDO is in the unique position of having:
•

Extensive experience in undertaking independent research studies

•

In-depth expertise and experience with the financial operations of parks

•

An understanding of the dynamics, participants, stakeholders and challenges of the industry.

Independent research studies
BDO undertake a number of industry, business and staff studies and surveys using a variety of methods. These include online, telephone, personal
interviews, hard copy surveys, as well as through partnerships with academic institutions such as universities. Our expertise extends from data collection
methodology to the analysis and production of meaningful reports.
International surveys include the BDO Motor 150 Report and BDO Global Ambition Survey. Nationally, we produce a number of industry surveys. These
include:
•

BDO Not-For-Profit Fraud Survey

•

BDO Fraud Survey – Club Sector

•

BDO A-REIT Survey

•

BDO Motor Dealer Services Salary Survey

•

BDO Energy Outlook Summary

•

BDO Listed Property Trust Survey

•

BDO Brand Survey.

In South Australia, we also provide leadership on a number of survey initiatives. These include:
•

Top Tourist Park Quarterly Trend Surveys & Biennial Consumer Surveys

•

Economic Benefit Report – Commercial Caravan Park to a Local Community

•

Annual Survey of South Australia’s Fast Movers

•

Client feedback survey.
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Tourist park experience
BDO have a unique understanding of the Australian tourist park industry and has developed a solid reputation in providing services to Australian tourist
park operators and industry bodies. Our people are recognised experts, as demonstrated by regular invitations to speak at industry conferences across
Australia including CRVA, VicParks, QParks, WA Parks and SA Parks annual conferences, and in New Zealand at the Family Parks conference. BDO also
administrates a forum on LinkedIn called Tourist Park Insights.
BDO release authoritative reports on industry trends and are sought after advisors, being one of the few service providers that understand the unique
nature of these businesses.

Accommodation Pricing Tool (APT®)
In response to the needs of the Australian tourist park industry, BDO has also developed the Accommodation Pricing Tool (APT®) to assist operators of
tourist parks to make more informed decisions about their tourist park business. There are currently over four hundred parks across Australia who use
APT®. APT® has a benchmarking facility that lets Tourist Park owners quickly and easily compare spending on areas like staffing, marketing and
occupancy costs, to spending by other similar parks. Equipped with this information, operators can evaluate changes to improve operational efficiency of
parks and increase profits, undertaking ‘what if’ analysis on the effects of changes being considered before they are implemented. More information on
APT® can be found in the Appendix D: Accommodation Pricing Tool (APT®).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

Face to face questionnaires were conducted at various commercial caravan parks and non-commercial camping areas across three different states

•

Areas were covered with numerous interviews being conducted at and in between the following destinations:
Cairns to Childers

Chinchilla to Toowoomba

Ulladulla to Coffs Harbour

Horsham to Melbourne

Melbourne to Bairnsdale

Armidale to Goulburn

Melbourne to Portland
•

The key findings from the research undertaken as outlined in this report include:
Aspect

Commercial camper

Non-commercial camper

Per location spend (excluding accommodation cost)1

$576

$213

Average daily spend (excluding accommodation cost)2

$73

$53

Most popular aspect of commercial caravan park

Location (40%)

Facilities (37%)

Least popular aspect of commercial caravan park

Facilities (29%)

Cost (30%)

Most popular aspect of non-commercial camping area

Location (46%)

Location (48%)

Least popular aspect of non-commercial camping area

Facilities (30%)

Time limit (49%)

339

216

Interviewees

•

Commercial campers on average spend more nights at each location than non-commercial campers

•

Commercial campers have a much higher propensity to spend than non-commercial campers on complementary goods and services offered at their
chosen destination; commercial campers spend more each day in 8 out of 9 categories surveyed, the only exception being souvenirs

•

Excluding accommodation commercial campers directly spend $2b in Australia each year and create $5.4b of economic activity

•

On average commercial campers create $26m of economic activity in each statistical sub-division of Australia per annum

1

2

Location spend from survey of $829 has been reduced by accommodation component of $32 per day based on Accommodation Pricing Tool (APT®) data; non-commercial
location spend of $213 may include immaterial amounts on accommodation, these immaterial amounts have been disregarded
Daily surveyed spend per location of $105 has been reduced by $32 accommodation component in line with APT® data
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INTRODUCTION
What is the report about?
BDO Advisory (SA) Pty Ltd (BDO) has been engaged by the Caravan, RV & Accommodation Industry of Australia (CRVA) to prepare an economic benefit
report into the contribution made by tourists to a particular region. For the purposes of this report tourists staying in commercial accommodation
(eg. a commercial caravan park) have been separated from those camping in non-commercial camping areas.

CRVA strives to be the peak national body representing the caravanning and holiday parks industry in
Australia (caravan holiday parks, RV’s, camper trailers, camping cabins, tent trailers and industry suppliers)
and provide for growth, development, and professionalism of industry participants.3
This report has been commissioned by the CRVA with financial support from state caravanning and camping associations and RVM Australia in order to give
all stakeholders in the tourism industry an unbiased, independent and statistically significant snapshot of the spending and travel patterns of the tourists
that drive industry revenue and growth.
A particular focus of this report is to determine the difference in travel and spending patterns as well as demographics of commercial campers when
compared to non-commercial campers and then summarise these patterns on an industry wide basis.
This report has quantified how tourists staying in commercial caravan parks have a much higher propensity to spend and add value to the region they are
visiting when compared with tourists staying in non-commercial camping areas.
In a previous report (Economic Benefit Report – Commercial Caravan Park to a Local Community), BDO developed a methodology and approach to
determining the amount of total expenditure by a commercial caravan park in their local community and the flow on impact this has from a financial,
social, environmental and general community point of view. Some elements of the previous report are referred to in this report (Economic Benefit Report
– Spending Patterns of Commercial Campers and Non-Commercial Campers) and the overall contribution of tourists to a region is based on multipliers
determined in the initial economic benefit report on commercial caravan parks.
This report is specifically focussed on tourists to an area and excludes tourist expenditure on accommodation; this was covered in the abovementioned
report. The work undertaken is based on agreed upon procedures acknowledged by Stuart Lamont (Chief Executive Officer of CRVA) on 12 August 2012.
The methodology and approach for gathering information relevant to this report and the independent parties involved is detailed in the page that follows.

3

Caravan, RV & Accommodation Industry of Australia website, http://experiencecaravanningandcamping.com.au/about/default.aspx
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Methodology
The data contained within this report was predominantly collected through interviews with tourists staying in both commercial caravan parks and noncommercial camping areas. BDO did not conduct any of the field work; this was conducted by two independent third parties, independent both to BDO
and CRVA. Other sources of data have also been used and referenced in this report.
Marketing 303 Pty Ltd (Marketing 303) conducted the face to face interviews. These were conducted over a period of approximately 2 months, whereby
representatives from Marketing 303 travelled to different tourist hot spots around the country and asked a standard questionnaire (contained in Appendix
B) to tourists staying in those destinations.
Overall 555 face to face interviews were conducted; to ensure results were not skewed only one person from any given travelling party (if travelling in
groups) was interviewed. Interviews were conducted with 216 non-commercial campers and 339 tourists staying in a commercial caravan parks.
All interviews were conducted outside of school holidays. For comparability of results interviews conducted within commercial caravan parks were only
conducted with tourists that were camping in powered or unpowered sites, i.e. no tourists staying in cabins or permanent residents of caravan parks were
interviewed.
In order to incentivise participation in the interview process, interviewees were entered into the draw to win one of three $50 caravan and camping
vouchers.
Following completion of the interview process Economic and Market Development Advisers (EMDA) reviewed, compiled and summarised the raw data
collected into meaningful numbers. BDO then analysed and collated the data combined with other research data into this report. Unless stated otherwise
or unless obvious from the context of the commentary, results quoted in this report have been taken from the Commercial and Non-Commercial Camper
Questionnaire, 2012, Economic Market Development Advisers (EMDA).
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THE COMMERCIAL CAMPER
Who is a commercial camper?
For the purposes of this report a commercial camper has been defined as a tourist staying in a commercial caravan park on the day they were interviewed.
It does not necessarily follow that they always stay in commercial accommodation; in some places this is simply not available. However, of the
commercial campers interviewed, on average, they spent 85% of their nights away in a commercial caravan park or accommodation facility. Therefore, it
could be said that once a commercial camper often a commercial camper.
Commercial campers regard park cleanliness, facilities and location as the most important attributes in any given commercial caravan park. Further to
this 40% of the respondents regarded the location of the park they were staying in on the day of their interview as their favourite feature. On the flip side
of this 29% of commercial campers regarded the facilities as their least favourite feature of the park they were staying in at the time of the interview.
Commercial campers travel patterns are as follows:
•
•
•

Stay 4 nights or longer on 49% of occasions (17% stay for longer than 8 nights),
Stay 2 or three nights 34% of occasions
One night stays - 17%.

What is the financial contribution made by a commercial camper?
Excluding accommodation commercial campers spend approximately $576 at each location they visit. Also excluding accommodation, commercial campers
spend on average $73 per day at the location of their interview. Of the average spend across a commercial camping holiday (excluding accommodation)
the most significant items of expenditure are:
•
•
•

Fuel
Restaurants/Cafes
Groceries.

These three items make up just over 80% of the non-accommodation spend across a commercial camping holiday.
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To get an idea of the overall quantum of expenditure by commercial campers we have taken the total daily expenditure and multiplied by the number of
estimated site nights occupied (excluding cabins, villas, units and long term accommodation) to come up with an estimated financial contribution for
commercial campers of $2.0b per year. The calculation for this figure is as follows.
We know that in March 2012 there were approximately 132,348 powered sites and 30,666 unpowered sites in caravan parks with greater than 40 sites.4 If
we build in an allowance of say 5% for parks with less than 40 powered sites this gives an additional 8,151 powered and unpowered sites in very small
parks. Therefore, total site numbers available being 171,165, multiplied by days in a standard year gives site nights available for commercial campers in
caravan parks of 62,475,225.
By taking the accommodation exclusive daily spend of commercial campers of $73 per day and the average occupancy figures of 44%5 and multiplying by
available site nights we are given a total (accommodation exclusive) camping spend of $2.0b per annum.

4
5

Australian Tourist Park Industry, Distinctively Different Insights: March 2012, BDO
Based on APT data for sites only. Although occupancy rates quoted by ABS Stats (Catalogue 8635.0) are higher (at around 54%), such results reflect higher levels of
occupancy for cabins (around 60%) and some levels of permanent residents
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It must be noted that $2.0b contributed by tourists staying in commercial caravan parks is a direct spend in the other businesses (i.e. not caravan parks)
within the relevant community. At this stage no regard has been given to the flow on effect of this tourism expenditure for the local community.
The spending impact on local areas was explored in great detail in a previous economic benefit report prepared by BDO and commissioned by CRVA. That
report considered the multiplier effect and the relevant multiplier, as discovered in Economic Benefit Report – Commercial Caravan Park to a Local
Community, to estimate the total impact to the local community that the tourism dollar has when spent with local business within the region is 2.70. This
multiplier figure is appropriate in measuring the total economic stimulus created as it reflects the flow on impact of the total original/source
expenditure.6
Therefore, by applying the expenditure multiplier to the original/source tourist expenditure it can be said that tourists staying at commercial caravan
parks create economic activity of $5.4b in local regions of Australia each year, not including what they spend on accommodation.
Under the Australian Standard Geographical Classification, the ABS defines 206 statistical subdivisions.7 Statistical subdivisions are the most appropriate
denominator in this case as they cover all of Australia and are relatively (in comparison to Local Government Areas) even in population and economic
distribution.
Therefore to look at this on a local level you could say that commercial campers contribute $26m ($5.46b / 206) to each statistical subdivision.

6
7

BDO, Economic Benefit Report – Commercial Caravan Park to a Local Community, October 2012
ABS, Australian Standard Geographical Classification (ASGC), catalogue 1216.0, July 2011
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THE NON-COMMERCIAL CAMPER
Who is a non-commercial camper?
For the purposes of this report a non-commercial camper has been defined as a tourist staying in a non-commercial camping area on the day they were
interviewed. It does not necessarily follow that they always stay in non-commercial camping areas. However, of the non-commercial campers
interviewed on average they indicated that 71% of their nights away would be spent in a non-commercial camping area.
Over one-third (37%) of non-commercial campers regard the facilities as the most attractive aspect of the commercial caravan park that they last spent a
night in. The top three ranking attributes of commercial caravan parks amongst non-commercial campers were cleanliness, value for money and park
location. Commercial caravan parks least attractive attribute amongst non-commercial campers is the cost, 30% of non-commercial campers disliked this
aspect the most.
To follow on from this, non-commercial campers rate cost as the most important aspect of a non-commercial camping area followed by location and
cleanliness. However, when interviewed about their current non-commercial camping area only 8.6% and 2.7% regarded cost and cleanliness as attributes
they liked most about the non-commercial camping area. Nearly half (48%) of non-commercial campers believe location is the most likeable aspect of the
camping area they were interviewed at. In addition:
•
•
•
•

49% of non-commercial campers disliked the time limit of the non-commercial camping facilities they were located at
3% of non-commercial campers said no time limit should be imposed on non-commercial camping areas
40% of non-commercial campers want improved facilities at non-commercial camping areas
29% of non-commercial campers think cleanliness of non-commercial camping areas needs to be improved.

The improved facilities and increased cleanliness would presumably need to be funded by the local rate payers in the region that provides the noncommercial camping area.
Non-commercial campers are quite nomadic with travel patterns:
•
•
•

34% stay for only one night
74% stay for three nights or less
11% stay for longer than 7 nights
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When the result for 3 nights or less (74%) is looked at in conjunction with the ‘replenishment cycle’ below it can be concluded that a lot of regional areas
would be passed through or missed by the non-commercial camper given they only replenish stocks periodically.

The Replenishment Cycle8:

Day 1
Fully stocked
vehicle

Day 7
Day 2

Full

Need to stock up
with fuel &
basics

replenishment of
groceries &
vehicle needs

Day 4
Need to stock up
with more basics

8

The Self Contained Recreational Vehicle Market 2010 and Beyond – Campervan & Motorhome Club of Australia Limited
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What is the financial contribution made by a non-commercial camper?
Non-commercial campers spend approximately $213 at each location they visit and $53 per day at the non-commercial camping location of their interview.
Of this amount the most significant items of expenditure are:
•
•
•

Fuel
Groceries
Restaurants/Cafes.

These three items make up just over 80% of the non-accommodation across their entire holiday, consistent with the proportions spent by commercial
campers.
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CONCLUSION
Based on the surveys conducted commercial campers have a much higher propensity to spend within a local area. This could be due to the fact that 33%
of commercial campers interviewed were still in full time employment and perhaps have higher disposable income when compared with non-commercial
camping tourists, of which 12% were in full time employment.
Commercial campers also seem to stay at their camping location for longer, therefore allowing them more time to see the local attractions of an area and
create a larger economic benefit to that particular area.
Non-commercial camping tourists seem to desire the facilities (36%), location (24%) and cleanliness (10%) of a commercial caravan park at their noncommercial camping areas, but they do not want to pay for a commercial caravan park site (30%).
Given the nature of non-commercial camping and some local government area prohibitions or restrictions on non-commercial camping in certain
destinations any data collected on site nights in non-commercial camping areas may be less reliable. Given this factor it is not possible to accurately
estimate the total economic stimulus that non-commercial camping tourists provide to a certain area.
It can be concluded however just by looking at the numbers from the interviews conducted and source data collected for this report that the economic
stimulus created by non-commercial campers would be a number that is significantly less than the benefit created by tourists staying in commercial
caravan parks. Regardless of whether tourists are camping in free or heavily subsidised designated areas provided by LGA ratepayers, or simply pulling off
to the side of the road, the following can be said:
•

Excluding accommodation costs commercial campers spend more than 2.7 times more at each location than non-commercial campers

•

Excluding accommodation commercial campers create $5.4b of economic activity per annum

•

Non-commercial campers spend 29% of their time in commercial caravan parks

•

Commercial campers spend less than 15% of their time in non-commercial camping areas.
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RELIANCE & QUALIFICATIONS
This report has been prepared by BDO on the basis of agreed upon procedures with CRVA for the purpose of analysing and comparing spending and travel
patterns of tourists who stay in commercial caravan parks with tourists that camp in non-commercial camping areas. BDO will not accept any
responsibility for use of the report by any other party.
To the extent permitted by law, BDO will not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by reliance on this report, whether foreseeable by BDO or those
using this report.
It is our understanding that the scope of work undertaken by BDO is sufficient for CRVA in connection with the outcomes it wishes to achieve.
The statements and opinions given in this report are made in good faith, but in the preparation of the report BDO has relied upon information referenced
in the body of the report and appendices, information provided by the CRVA and information provided by independent third parties contracted by the
CRVA.
This report has been prepared to be read in its entirety, including appendices and disclaimers; BDO does not accept any liability for statements and
assertions made from extracts of this report or opinions published without fully understanding the context and purpose of the report.
BDO does not imply and it should not be construed that the work carried out in preparing this report constitutes an audit or review of financial information
in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the Corporations Act.
In addition, it should not be construed that the procedures include a review and assessment of the accounting or other procedures or systems of internal
control of survey participants, independent third parties engaged to collect data or reference material on which this report is based. Had we been
required to perform additional procedures for an audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, additional matters may have come to
our attention that would have been reported. These matters may have been material.
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APPENDICES

A. DEFINITION OF KEY TERMINOLOGY
Statistical Subdivisions
SSDs are defined as socially and economically homogeneous regions characterised by identifiable links between the inhabitants.
Moreover, in the non-urban areas (ie. outside the capital cities or areas with population clusters of 25,000 or more people), an SSD is characterised by
identifiable links between the economic units within the region, under the unifying influence of one or more major towns or cities.
Local Government Area
An LGA included in the ASGC LGA Structure is a spatial unit which represents the whole geographical area of responsibility of an incorporated Local
Government Council or an Aboriginal Council in Queensland. An LGA consists of one or more statistical local areas (SLAs). LGAs aggregate directly to form
the incorporated areas of states and territories (see ASGC Structural Chart, Chapter 1). In the 2011 edition of the ASGC, there are 559 LGAs defined.
Commercial Caravan Park
A caravan park providing facilities at market commercial rates for the overnight provision of parking or camping for caravan, campervan, motorhome,
camper trailer and any other RV or camping product.
Commercial Campers
Tourists or groups of tourists staying overnight at a commercial caravan park on the day they were interviewed using the survey questions contained in
Appendix B. For the purposes of this report and the surveys conducted a commercial camper does not include those staying in fixed cabin accommodation
within a commercial caravan park.
Non-commercial Camping Area
A facility utilised for overnight parking or camping by caravans, campervans, motorhomes, camper trailers and any other RV or camping product, provided
for (or not provided for) at no cost or a fee heavily below market commercial rates. A non-commercial camping area could be a camp ground, roadside
stop, rest area, beach, area adjacent a dump point or any other facility that is used to park RV product or camp.
Non-commercial Campers
Tourists or groups of tourists staying overnight at a non-commercial camping area on the day they were interviewed using the survey questions contained
in Appendix B. It was not determined when conducting the interviews whether the non-commercial camping tourists were permitted to stay at these
facilities.

B. QUESTIONNAIRE / SURVEY

C. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
1.

Commercial & Non-Commercial Camper Questionnaire Results, 2012, Economic Market Development
Advisers (EMDA), 29 November 2012

2.

Caravan. RV & Accommodation Industry of Australia website,
http://experiencecaravanningandcamping.com.au/about/default.aspx

3.

ABS, Tourist Accommodation, Australia, June 2010, catalogue number 8635.0

4.

ABS, Australian Standard Geographical Classification (ASGC), catalogue 1216.0, July 2011

5.

The Self Contained Recreational Vehicle Market 2010 and Beyond – Campervan & Motorhome Club of
Australia Limited

6.

Australian Tourist Park Industry, Distinctively Different Insights: March 2012, BDO

7.

Accommodation Pricing Tool (APT®), BDO, www.apt.net.au

D. ACCOMMODATION PRICING TOOL (APT®)

APT - Accommodation
pricing tool
A practical Tool for tourist park operators

How do i continue to prosper as a tourist park?
The past decade has seen some real changes in Tourist Parks. By September 2009, only 1,646 caravan
parks* were in business, compared to 1,818 at June 2000, a decline of almost 10%. In contrast, cabin
numbers (including villas etc) increased from 24,067 to 34,903, an increase of 45%. There are a number
of reasons why these two circumstances have occurred. But one of the key reasons is that the land on
which parks are situated has tended to become more valuable over time. So, park owners have either
given in to the temptation of big money by selling to developers, or they have invested in their parks to
grow their turnovers.
This investment has taken the form not only of buying more cabins and improving park facilities, but also
professionalising the operations of their park. To stay in business, operators have sought to maximise the
return on their valuable parks. Consequently accommodation takings almost doubled from 2000 to 2009.
The Accommodation Pricing Tool
In 2003, in response to the needs of the industry, BDO developed the Accommodation Pricing Tool
(APT®) for operators of tourist parks. The APT® is an internet-based software program designed by us
to specifically help operators of tourist parks to make informed decisions about the direction of their
business.

SECTOR
Tourist Parks / Tax & Advisory

“ The APT® is an internetbased software program
designed by BDO to
specifically help operators
of tourist parks to make
informed decisions about the
direction of their business.”

What are the benefits of using APT?
APT® is principally a decision support tool. Based on the information entered by the park operator, APT®
will generate key financial data to assist with management decisions. In addition, APT® is capable of
supporting a number of versions. This allows users to easily generate different operational scenarios and
look at their impact financially.
Using APT® will allow the operator to:
• calculate average nightly tariffs and occupancy rates
• summarise direct costs
• identify gross profit margins per accommodation type
• conduct sensitivity analyses, such as consideration of a park’s expansion, increasing tariffs and so on
• maximise the returns on their park.
What information does APT need?
The information entered into APT® is predominantly annual financial data combined with detail of
your park’s infrastructure. Most of the information required is already contained in your park’s financial
statements and reservation system.
Is my financially sensitive information secure? Absolutely. Each operator’s data is securely stored at a
server administered by BDO(SA). Data access is restricted to APT® support staff. Data transfer and data
back-up on the web site is secured by encryption software. For further details, visit www.apt.net.au and
read our Privacy Statement.

Join the LinkedIn Group
- Tourist Park Insights
Keep up to date with the latest
discussions, issues and events

How do I access APT?
Tourist park operators can visit www.apt.net.au and purchase a licence to use APT®. An individual account
is established enabling the park operator secure entry and use of the software.
What are the costs?
The cost of accessing the time and energy saving benefits of APT® in your tourist park are:
• $264** First year
• $110** Subsequent years.
Free 30 day trial
Visit www.apt.net.au to start your free 30 day trial, giving you access to pre-entered data that you can
view and modify. You will learn first hand, just how simple, yet powerful APT® is and how it can help you
build a better business.
Build a better business using APT ® benchmarking!
Imagine the benefit in being able to compare costs in your tourist park business to a tourist park ‘industry
average’!
As part of your subscription to APT®, benchmark information is available allowing tourist park owners and
managers find out how their tourist park is performing against industry averages across a range of cost
areas including:
•
•
•
•
•

occupancy
repairs and maintenance
salary costs
marketing
profits, and more.

BDO National tourist park
industry focus group
BDO has a specialist Tourist Park
Industry Focus Group to understand
and service the needs of Australia’s
tourist park industry.
We have worked with tourist park
operators in each state of Australia
to help them:
• Prepare annual accounting and tax
returns
• Set up APT® in their business
• Determine the feasibility of park
redevelopments
• Undertake financial due diligence
• Undertake residential rent reviews.

Armed with this information, you can quickly identify the areas of your park that are under performing,
and consider strategies to improve these areas for increased efficiency, and increased profits.
What’s more, you can even compare strategies before you make any changes by using the ‘what if’
features within APT®.
Safety in numbers
As at January 2011, over 400 users have become subscribers to the Accommodation Pricing Tool.
More information
Rudy Pieck
T: 08 7324 6166
E: rudy.pieck@bdo.com.au

1300 138 991
www.bdo.com.au
Adelaide • Brisbane • Cairns
Darwin • Hobart • Melbourne
Perth • Sydney

* Parks with 40 or more sites. Source: ABS catalogue 8634.0,8635.0.
**Prices in AUD include GST and indicate cost for 12 month licence. Secure payment can be made online.

BDO Advisory (SA) Pty Ltd ACN 161 378 892 and BDO Holdings (SA) Pty Ltd ACN 161 232 373 are members of a national association
of independent entities which are all members of BDO Australia Ltd ABN 77 050 110 275, an Australian company limited by guarantee.
BDO Holdings (SA) Pty Ltd and BDO Australia Ltd are members of BDO International Ltd, a UK company limited by guarantee, and
form part of the international BDO network of independent member firms. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional
Standards Legislation (other than for the acts or omissions of financial services licensees) in each State or Territory other than Tasmania.
BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO member firms.

